Developmental predetermination of the structural and molecular polarization of photoreceptor cells.
Through mechanisms still unknown, the apparently homogeneous neuroepithelium of the embryonic optic cup differentiates into such divergent cell types as photoreceptors, glia, and various subsets of neurons. Questions that still remain unanswered in this field include the timing and mechanism of action of the "instructive" events directing each neuroepithelial cell to undergo the sequence of phenotypic changes necessary to develop into a specific retinal cell type. This laboratory is investigating some of these questions using cultures in which dissociated neural retina cells, obtained before the onset of overt photoreceptor differentiation, develop at low density in the absence of glia and pigment epithelium. The cultures initially are a morphologically homogeneous population of process-free, round cells. Some cells retain this morphology throughout the first week in vitro, while others develop either as photoreceptors or as multipolar neurons. Photoreceptors elongate and become very asymmetric as they do in vivo, with characteristic compartments orderly arranged along their longitudinal axis (an outer segment-like process, inner segment, cell body, and a characteristically short, single neurite). Cell polarization can also be observed in the distribution of opsin immunoreactive materials and some cytoskeletal elements. Thus, certain precursor cells present in the embryonic retina seem to be programmed to differentiate into photoreceptors even when developing in the absence of contacts with other retinal cells. However, interactions with other constituents of the retina/pigment epithelium complex are probably necessary to ensure final photoreceptor maturation, including further growth of the opsin-rich outer segment process.